List of supplies for middle school classes
Back to school 2021
-

A pencil case containing pens (blue, black, red and green), pencil, eraser, pair of scissors, ruler,
tube of glue, eraser or corrector, highlighters.
A DIARY or notebook

MORAL AND CIVIC EDUCATION
-

A large format notebook of 100 pages large squares or with lines
Large format double copies in large squares or with lines.

HISTORY GEOGRAPHY
-

Two large format notebooks of 100 pages large squares or with lines
A box of colored pencils
Des copies doubles grand format grands carreaux ou avec des lignes

ENGLISH
-

Large format double copies with large squares or with lines
A pouch for photocopies
A draft notebook

FRENCH
-

A large (filing) binder
A large filing binder to store sequences at home
Large single sheets (large tiles or with lines).
Large double sheets (large tiles or with lines).
Dividers
Highlighters (fluomasters)
A green pen
Display pockets A4 (for grade 6)
A USB key.
A small notebook (for grade 6)

MATH
-

A large format notebook without small checkered spirals
Large format double copies with small squares
Double decimeter, protractor, set square, a compass without lead but with pencil
Millimeter sheets (for grade 9)
A CASIO FX-92 + SPECIAL COLLEGE middle school calculator
A few sheets of tracing paper and graph paper
Graduated ruler "letter and number trace".

TECHNOLOGY
-

A large format notebook of 100 pages without small or large squared spirals. A notebook from
last year may be fine if it is clean and reconditioned.
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SPANISH (for 7th,8th,9th)
-

A large notebook
A pouch

GERMAN (for 7th, 8th, 9th)
-

1 large format notebook large squares

ARABIC
Arabic speakers
-

A large format notebook - 96 pages with single lines
A pouch to keep photocopies.
Large format double copies with lines or large squares

Non-Arabic speakers
-

A large format notebook of 100 pages without spirals, with lines
A document holder with twenty transparent pounches
A pocket

SCIENCE
-

A large format notebook with lines or large squares
Large format single copies.

PHYSICS
-

A large format notebook with lines or large squares
A pocket for supporting documents, homework and answers.
White A4 sheets and A4 millimeter sheets.
A scientific calculator
A white blouse.
A box of colored pencils.

-

A sports outfit
A table tennis racket.

PE

BOYS:
-

Short or long swim tights.
A swimming cap
A mouth guard.
FILLES :
A one-piece swimsuit, short or long
A swimming cap
A mouth guard.

PLASTIC ARTS
-

Three HB, B, 2B pencils
A tube of glue
Drawing sheets (notebook or pouch 24X32 cm)
A tea towel or a small towel (to wipe the table)
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-

A box of watercolor and a watercolor brush
A cleaning cloth / wipe (wet to clean your equipment)
A plastic bag (to store wet equipment)
A black marker
A small notebook or notebook
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